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most social networking sites, such as facebook, are as much about connecting with others as they are about self-expression. this is one reason that
these sites are especially susceptible to identity theft. here are some tips to help you safeguard your identity: 1) protect your password, 2) establish a
strong password with a combination of upper case and lower case characters, numbers and special characters, 3) limit the access to your account to
those that you trust and to which you allow; and 4) monitor your account activity closely. in this article, we review the opportunities and challenges of
facebook research; provide a number of practical recommendations for effectively conducting research within this environment; and discuss several
ethical considerations. we hope to convince the reader that using facebook in research generally produces robust results and can be as easy as posting
an advertisement on facebook or adding a log in with facebook button to an online survey. however, in order to avoid creating conflicts of interest with
facebook or the privacy issues that this presents, a researcher would be well advised to avoid posting requests on facebook. a facebook account is not
necessary in order to access survey websites. one common scam is where scammers masquerade as a company or organization that claims to have
your information. they often use fake websites, email addresses and phone numbers to trick you into handing over your sensitive information. in fact,
even the best passwords can be compromised, so opt for multi-factor authentication (mfa), when available. mfa requires a password and at least one
other identifying factorthat only you should haveto log in, such as a fingerprint, token, or code from a text, email, or authentication app. it's not
foolproof, but mfa can stop most hackers from using stolen passwords. in fact, half of the scammers that checkbook studied in our 2018 survey said
they would be more likely to make a fraudulent purchase if they lacked multi-factor authentication.
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if you log into a website using your facebook credentials, you should log out of facebook before using the website. in the case of a phishing scam, the
website will try to trick you into revealing your facebook password by asking for your contact information. if you are contacted by someone using your
facebook credentials, you should immediately change your facebook password and never give out your facebook or other sensitive information to
anyone you do not know. if you are already logged into your facebook account, you should log out of facebook before accessing any account or website
that requires your facebook username or password. its important to protect your facebook account in order to keep your personal information safe from
hackers and identity thieves. if you feel as if your facebook account is being targeted, you should follow the steps in the article above to find out what
is going on. you should also consider using a different password for other accounts, such as a banking or email account. this is actually a very
controversial question. on the one hand, we shouldnt allow people to access our data freely; on the other hand, if people are willing to expose
themselves to a potential threat, then they should be allowed to do so. theres always a risk involved when people are given access to sensitive
information, but there are ways to mitigate that risk. a few years ago, facebook was hacked, and over a billion people had their personal information
exposed. instead of cutting them off, facebook kept them on. they made sure that the people that were in harm's way could still use their social
network and that they could help keep their privacy. 5ec8ef588b
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